Abstract—The validation of ontologies, whose aim is to check whether an ontology matches the conceptualization it is meant to specify, is a key activity for guaranteeing the quality of ontologies. This work is focused on the validation through requirements, with the aim of assuring, both the domain experts and ontology developers, that the ontologies they are building or using are complete regarding their needs. Inspired by software engineering testing processes, this work proposes a web-based tool called Themis, independent of any ontology development environment, for validating ontologies by means of the application of test expressions which, following lexico-syntactic patterns, represent the desired behaviour that will present an ontology if a requirement is satisfied.

I. INTRODUCTION

In software engineering it is inconceivable to deliver a software product without its pertinent tests which guarantee that it fulfills all its requirements. Besides, there are several approaches integrated into the software development process whose aim is to test the software. Unit testing [1], which validates that each unit of the software performs as designed, and behaviour-driven development [2], which focuses on the behaviour the software product is implementing, are examples of these approaches. Moreover, there are specific syntaxes, such as Gherkin,1 which generate unambiguous specifications of software to automate the testing process.

However, in ontology engineering there is a lack of clearly defined testing processes in order to be able to ascertain whether an ontology satisfies its functional requirements [3], which state the particular knowledge that should be represented. Such ontological requirements used to be written in form of competency questions [4] or natural language sentences. The main issue when performing testing processes in the ontology engineering field is the ambiguity of the ontological requirements, which sometimes are difficult to formalize into tests and to translate into axioms. Therefore, inspired by software engineering and its specific syntax for the definition of tests, we propose Themis,2 a tool which provides a set of test expressions based on lexico-syntactic patterns (LSPs) related to ontological requirements. These LSPs allows to relate different types of requirements with the axioms needed to implement them in an ontology, and such implementations are used by Themis to identify whether a requirement is satisfied.

Themis can be used by both domain experts and ontology developers to validate ontologies regarding their functional requirements. Other type of requirements, such as non-functional ones (e.g., “the ontology URIs must be in English”) are not considered in this work as they cannot be formalized into axioms and, therefore, they cannot be automatically checked.3 Moreover, the proposed tool allows to execute tests on multiple ontologies simultaneously, in order to check ontological commitments between them.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art on ontology testing tools. Section 3 presents Themis and Section 4 describes a use case in which Themis was integrated into a research project. Finally, Section Section 5 presents the conclusions we obtained and gives an overview of future work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Currently, there are several methodologies and tools that support executing tests on an ontology, in order to validate that the ontology satisfies the pertinent requirements.

Regarding methodologies for testing ontologies, Vrandevcic and Gangemi [5] introduced the idea of testing ontologies by borrowing ideas from software engineering, proposing techniques such as testing with axioms and negations or formalizing competency questions. Another work presented by Peroni is SAMOD [6], an ontology development methodology that uses tests for validation. These two approaches are focused on methodological aspects but do not mention how to implement the tests or how to maintain traceability.

Another approach to implement testing is the one presented by Ren et al. [7]: in this work the authors use natural language processing to analyse competency questions written in controlled natural language from where they create competency question patterns that could be automatically tested in the ontology. Additionally, Keet and Lawrynowicz proposed a test-driven development of ontologies [8] in which the competency questions are formalized into axioms and added to the ontology if they are not present.

Concerning testing tools, the OntologyTest tool [9] allows a user to define and execute a set of tests to check the functional requirements of an ontology; these tests are stored in an XML file for future reuse. It is worth mentioning that

1https://docs.cucumber.io/gherkin
2http://themis.linkeddata.es

3For the sake of clarity, from now on we are going to refer to functional requirements simply as requirements.
these tests are focused on the ontology data, rather than on the ontology model itself.

Another work related to ontology testing tools is Scone, a tool for scenario-based ontology evaluation, which is based on Cucumber and uses controlled natural language to define ontology scenarios which create mock individuals. Additionally, Blomqvist et al. [10] presented an agile approach and tool available as an Eclipse plugin. This tool supports three types of test, namely: (1) verification example, (2) inference verification and (3) error provocation. The first two are concerned with verifying the correct implementation of a requirement and the third is intended to expose faults. All the tests are stored in a different OWL ontology with information about the requirement, e.g., type of test or expected output. By saving these test suites in an ontology it allows the user to reuse them and to maintain traceability between the requirements and all the associated information. However, these tools neither explains how to implement these tests nor how to use them.

To conclude, a more recent work on testing tools is the TDDonto tool [11], proposed by Lawrynowicz and Keet, which follows a test-driven development of ontologies approach [8] in which the competency questions are formalized into axioms and added to the ontology if they are not present. This tool, which is implemented as a Protége plugin, allows to check the presence of a particular axiom in the ontology.

Even if all these works proposed solutions for testing through requirements, several of these works do not allow the reuse of the tests, limiting the testing process only to a single ontology. Moreover, there is a lack of information about how to translate a requirement into a test.

III. THEMIS IN THE TESTING PROCESS

Themis is a web-based tool which implements the testing process described in [12] which describe a framework to validate an ontology regarding its requirements. Such testing framework focuses on analysing the behaviour of the ontology in different situations to verify that certain knowledge is modelled in the ontology. This testing process implemented by Themis is divided into three activities, namely: (1) Test design, (2) Test implementation and (3) Test execution. Figure 1 summarizes the inputs and outputs of each step in the testing process; as shown in the figure, Themis supports and automates the test implementation and execution activities.

A. Test design

During the test design activity the desired behaviour of each requirement, i.e., the expected knowledge that should be added to the ontology, is manually extracted. This desired behaviour is formalized into test expressions in a formal language based on the OWL Manchester Syntax. These test expressions do not include any URIs related to the ontology in which the test cases are going to be executed. As an example, if a developer wants to check the cardinality of a relation between two concepts called Device and Service in an ontology, the test expression should be “Device subClassOf Property hasService max 1 Service”. The absence of URIs allows the reuse of the same test expressions in other ontologies, or the reuse of tests in the same ontology even if the naming changes, without being restricted to the ontology from which the tests were generated.

Themis supports a list of possible tests expressions which are extracted from LSPs and that can be executed on an ontology. LSPs are understood as “formalized linguistic schemas or constructions derived from regular expressions in natural language that consist of certain linguistic and paralinguistic elements, following a specific syntactic order, and that permit to extract some conclusions about the meaning they express” [13]. The LSPs used by Themis were extracted from the CORAL corpus which, based on the NeOn modelling components [14], analyses 834 ontology requirements in order to identify LSPs based on the goal that each requirement has regarding its implementation in an ontology, e.g., a relation between two concepts. Therefore, these LSPs indicate the implementation in the ontology associated with a particular requirement template, which can be used to generate the corresponding tests.

Moreover, some of these LSPs are related to one or more ontology design patterns (ODPs) [15] which indicate how, following good practices, the LSP should be implemented in an ontology. Table I summarizes the list of test expressions supported by Themis, together with the test expression syntax, an example of a test expression and an example of a requirement from which the test could be extracted. More examples of test expressions with their associated requirement templates are available in the Themis portal.

In the Themis web user interface the user enters the test expression or set of test expressions that represent the desired behaviour of a requirement. Such translation between requirements and test expressions should be done manually.

---

4https://bitbucket.org/malefort/scone
5https://docs.cucumber.io
6https://protege.stanford.edu
7https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-manchester-syntax
8http://coralcorpus.linkeddata.es
9http://themis.linkeddata.es/examples.html
using the guidelines provided in Themis website. As an example, the user can enter the test expression Event subClassOf InteractionPattern in order to check a subsumption relation in the ontology expected from the requirement “An event is a type of Interaction pattern”.

Additionally, Themis allows the users to export a set of test expressions, i.e., a test suite, as an RDF file in order to be able to reuse it. Listing 1 shows an example of the test expressions Action subClassOf InteractionPattern and Event subClassOf InteractionPattern in RDF syntax. Such test expressions aims to check subsumption relations in the ontology. This RDF file uses the ontology Verification Test Case ontology to describe each test case.

This RDF file can be improved by adding the requirements associated to the tests, in order to provide a link between the test case and the requirements from which it is extracted. Listing 1 shows the test expressions Action subClassOf InteractionPattern and Event subClassOf InteractionPattern with the URIs of requirements associated, together with the description of the requirements which specifies what is an action and what is an event.

Listing 1. Example of improved test suite in RDF file

```xml
<http://w3id.org/def/vtc> dc:description "What is an action? The Action interaction pattern is an interaction pattern that targets changes or processes on a Thing that take a certain time to complete";
<http://w3id.org/def/vtc> vtc:testCaseDesign;
<http://w3id.org/def/vtc> vtc:isRelatedToRequirement vicinity:wot17;
<http://w3id.org/def/vtc> dc:description "What is an event? The Event interaction pattern is an interaction pattern that enables a mechanism to be notified by a Thing on a certain condition.";
<http://w3id.org/def/vtc> vtc:desiredBehaviour "Event subClassOf Interaction−Pattern" "xsd:string" .
```

These RDF files can be also loaded in Themis, which will extract the test expressions that in the ontology are stored as desiredBehaviour data properties. The test suites can be modified and adapted to a particular ontology by the user. This functionality allows to reuse test suites already defined and published on the Web, e.g., test suites already defined for the ontology to be analysed, or test suites defined for other ontologies that could be used to check alignment.

B. Test implementation

During the test implementation activity each test expression is formalized into a precondition, a set of auxiliary term declarations and a set of assertions to check the behaviour. The precondition is a SPARQL query which checks whether the terms involved in the ontology requirement are defined in the ontology. The axioms to declare auxiliary terms needed to carry out the assertions. The precondition is formalized into a precondition, a set of auxiliary term declarations and a set of assertions to check the behaviour.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test goal</th>
<th>Test expression syntax</th>
<th>Test expression example</th>
<th>Example of requirement associated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1 Equivalence</td>
<td>A EquivalentTo B</td>
<td>SecuritySchema equivalentTo Security</td>
<td>Security schema is equivalent to security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Subsumption</td>
<td>A subClassOf B</td>
<td>Sensor subClassOf Device</td>
<td>A sensor is a type of device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Disjointness</td>
<td>A disjointWith B</td>
<td>Sensor disjointWith Actuator</td>
<td>A sensor cannot be an actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Property between two concepts</td>
<td>A subClassOf П some B</td>
<td>Bird subClassOf build some Nest</td>
<td>Birds build nests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5 Universal restriction</td>
<td>A subClassOf P only B</td>
<td>User subClassOf interactsWith only Application</td>
<td>A user can only interact with the systems by means of an application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6 Multiple inheritance</td>
<td>A subClassOf B and C</td>
<td>Sensor subClassOf System and Device</td>
<td>A sensor must be a system and a device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7 Symmetry</td>
<td>A Symmetric(P) B</td>
<td>Partnership subClassOf symmetricProperty hasPartnershipWith some Organizations</td>
<td>There is a partnership between two organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8 Maximum cardinality</td>
<td>A subClassOf P max [num] B</td>
<td>Person subClassOf hasAddress max 1 Address</td>
<td>A person has at most 1 address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9 Minimum cardinality</td>
<td>A subClassOf P min [num] B</td>
<td>Device subClassOf hasManufacturer min 1 string</td>
<td>A device has at least 1 manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10 Cardinality</td>
<td>A subClassOf P max [num]B</td>
<td>Device subClassOf hasManufacturer exactly 1 Brand</td>
<td>A device has exactly 1 brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11 The ontology contains the individual</td>
<td>I type A</td>
<td>StriatedPardalote type Bird</td>
<td>A Striated Pardalote is an example of bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12 Subsumption and relation between classes</td>
<td>A subClassOf [ClassB] that [PropertyP] some C</td>
<td>Price subClassOf UnitOfMeasure that isCharacterizedBy some Currency</td>
<td>The price, which is a type of unit of measure, is characterized by a value using currency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T13 Minimum cardinality and relation between classes</td>
<td>A subClassOf [PropertyP] min [num]B and B subClassOf [PropertyP] some C</td>
<td>Device subClassOf performs min 1 Function and Function subClassOf accomplish some Task</td>
<td>A device performs at least 1 function and each function accomplishes some task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T14 Minimum cardinality and universal restriction</td>
<td>A subClassOf [PropertyP] min [num]B and B subClassOf [PropertyP] only C</td>
<td>Person subClassOf hasTask min 1 Task and Task subClassOf hasGoal only Goal</td>
<td>A person performs at least one task and each task has a goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15 Definition of a disjoint set of classes</td>
<td>A subClassOf B and C subClassOf B that disjointWith A</td>
<td>Carnivora subClassOf MarineMammals and Sirenia subClassOf MarineMammals that disjointWith Carnivora</td>
<td>Marine mammals are divided into two different types: Carnivora and Sirenia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10http://themis.linkeddata.es/tests-info.html
11http://w3id.org/def/vtc
added to the ontology to force a scenario, after which the reasoner is executed. The expected result determines if the ontology status (i.e., the ontology is inconsistent, there is an unsatisfiable class or the ontology is consistent) after the addition is the expected one in the case the requirement was satisfied. If all the status concurs with the expected status, then the requirement is satisfied. Figure 2 summarizes the flow of this test implementation.

![Test implementation flow](image)

Fig. 2. Test implementation flow

Themis creates the implementation of each test expression listed in Table I. Once the user enters the test expression to be checked, Themis identifies the type of test and generates the correct implementation. As an example, if the test expression added by the user is `Action ⊑ ¬Action ⊓ ¬InteractionPattern`, Themis will identify that it is of type `T2 Subsumption` and that the implementation includes:

- **Preconditions**: Class Action and class InteractionPattern exist
- **Axioms to declare auxiliary terms**: Declaration of ¬Action and ¬InteractionPattern
- **Assertion 1**:  
  - Axiom: Action ⊑ ¬Action ⊓ InteractionPattern  
  - **Expected status after adding the axiom**: Consistent
- **Assertion 2**:  
  - Axiom: Action ⊑ Action ⊓ ¬InteractionPattern  
  - **Expected status after adding the axiom**: Unsatisfiable class
- **Assertion 3**:  
  - Axiom: Action ⊑ Action ⊓ InteractionPattern  
  - **Expected status after adding the axiom**: Consistent ontology

This implementation is described by means of Description Logics symbols.

C. Test execution

Finally, during the test execution activity, the implementation of the test is executed in the ontology to be tested. At this point, the ontology URI needs to be indicated, as well as the URIs of each term in the test expression in order to be able to execute it, e.g., the terms Action and InteractionPattern in the ontology with URI `http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#` will be `http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#Action` and `http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#InteractionPattern`, respectively. These terms URIs needs to be extracted from the glossary of terms of the analysed ontology.

Themis proposes a glossary of terms where the terms are extracted from the fragments of the URIs of each concept. Table II shows an excerpt of a glossary of terms created by Themis for the ontology VICINITY Web Of Things. This preliminary glossary of terms can be modified by the users if needed. Even though in this case the terms coincide with the URIs’ fragments, that is not required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td><code>http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#Event</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td><code>http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#Action</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InteractionPattern</td>
<td><code>http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#InteractionPattern</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommunicationProtocol</td>
<td><code>http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#CommunicationProtocol</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isProvidedOverProtocol</td>
<td><code>http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot#isProvidedOverProtocol</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test execution activity consists of three parts: the execution of the query which represents the preconditions, the addition of the axioms which declare the auxiliary terms, and the addition of the assertions. After the addition of each axiom, the reasoner is executed to report the status of the ontology. The addition of the auxiliary axioms needs to always lead to a consistent ontology. In the case of the assertions, the agreement between the reasoner status after the addition of all the axioms and the status indicated in the test implementation determines whether the ontology satisfies the desired behaviour. All the results of each step are stored in RDF files, in order to enable traceability between them and the requirements.

Themis uses OWL API\(^{14}\) to load the ontologies and to add axioms, and uses Pellet\(^{15}\) as the reasoner to check the ontologies consistency. Themis can execute a test expression on several ontologies simultaneously, allowing the users to identify common knowledge and commitments between a collection of ontologies regarding their requirements.

Four possible results can be returned for each test and each ontology:

1) **Undefined terms**: if the ontology does not pass the preconditions, i.e., the terms in the test expression are not defined in the ontology to be analysed.
2) **Passed**: if the ontology passes the preconditions and the results of the assertions are the expected ones.

---

\(^{12}\)This implementation is described by means of Description Logics symbols.

\(^{13}\)http://iot.linkeddata.es/def/wot

\(^{14}\)http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/documentation.html

\(^{15}\)https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/Pellet
3) **Absent relation**: if the ontology passes the preconditions and the results of the assertion are not the expected ones but there are no conflicts in the ontology.

4) **Conflict**: if the ontology passes the preconditions and the results of the assertion are not the expected ones, and the addition of the axioms related to the test expression leads to a conflict in the ontology.

As an example, Themis can determine that the test expression `Action subClassOf InteractionPattern` is passed in the VICINITY Web Of Things ontology but has undefined terms in the oneM2M ontology, due to the fact that the latter ontology does not consider the modelling of such concepts related to actions or interaction patterns.

### IV. APPLICATION OF THEMIS

Themis has been used during the ontology development process of the VICINITY European h2020 project, where five ontologies are currently under development.

The five ontologies to be analysed in the project, i.e., the VICINITY Core (Core), the Web of Things (WoT), the WoT mappings (Mappings), the VICINITY Adapters (Adapters), and the Datatypes (Datatypes) ontologies, belong to the VICINITY ontology network and aim to provide interoperability in the IoT domain. The Core ontology represents the information needed to exchange IoT descriptor data between peers through the VICINITY platform; this ontology is being created by following a cross-domain approach and implements requirements from different domain experts. The WoT ontology aims to model the Web of Things domain according to the W3C WoT Interest Group descriptions. The Mappings ontology represents the mechanism for accessing the values provided by web things in the VICINITY platform. The Adapters ontology aims to model all the different types of devices and properties that can be defined in the VICINITY platform. Finally, the Datatypes ontology aims to model the required and provided datatypes that are used in the interaction patterns of the platform.

Table III summarizes the number of requirements defined for each ontology, as well as the number of test cases extracted from them. These requirements represent the needs asked by the domain experts in order to model the VICINITY platform. More information about these ontologies is available in the VICINITY ontology network portal.

The test cases were extracted by using the test expression catalogue provided in Table I. Each requirement is translated to one or more test expressions, selecting the most appropriate one from the test catalogue. Several test cases can be related to the same requirement. The test suite associated to each ontology, where all the test expressions are stored, was exported to an RDF file and uploaded to the VICINITY ontology portal, with the aim of reusing them in future releases of the ontology to assure that all the previous requirements are still satisfied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Number of requirements</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WoT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mappings</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapters</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datatypes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once all the tests were defined, Themis was executed in order to identify if there are tests that are not passed by the ontology. Figure IV summarizes the obtained results of such execution. As the table shows, the majority of the requirements are passed by the ontology. However, there are several tests whose results are absent relation, which means that the ontology passes the preconditions, the results of the assertion are not the expected ones but there are no conflicts in the ontology. These results warn the ontology developers that there are some tests that, even though they do not cause any conflict in the ontology, they are not implemented, at least completely, in the ontology.

### V. TESTING RESULTS OF THE VICINITY ONTOLOGY NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
<th>Undefined terms</th>
<th>Passed</th>
<th>Absent relation</th>
<th>Conflict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WoT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mappings</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapters</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datatypes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the VICINITY ontology network should be aligned with the requirements of several standards in the IoT field in order to reuse concepts and patterns of well-known resources, namely: (1) the ETSI SAREF ontology, the W3C SSN ontology, (3) OCF standards, (4) the oneM2M ontology, and (5) ISO/IEC 30141:2017. Therefore, the requirements related to these standards were collected, and the associated tests were defined by using the test expression catalogue. Table V summarizes the number of requirements and test cases associated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Number of requirements</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETSI SAREF</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C SSN</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oneM2M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC 30141:2017</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Themis was also used to check if the VICINITY ontology network satisfies the test expressions defined for the requirements of these ontologies and standards. From the execution

---

17. [https://git.onem2m.org/MAS/BaseOntology/raw/master/base_ontology.owl](https://git.onem2m.org/MAS/BaseOntology/raw/master/base_ontology.owl)
21. [http://iot.linkeddata.es/vicinity/testing.html](http://iot.linkeddata.es/vicinity/testing.html)
22. [https://w3id.org/saref](https://w3id.org/saref)
23. [http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/](http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/)
24. [https://openconnectivity.org/](https://openconnectivity.org/)
of Themis, it could be deduced that the VICINITY ontology network satisfies several tests, but did not take into consideration some concepts related to these ontologies and standards, as the developers did not consider it necessary for the project domain definition. However, it could also be concluded that there were no conflicts between the VICINITY ontology network and these ontologies and standards. Therefore, it can be determined that the VICINITY ontologies, even though they do not satisfy all the requirements related to the analysed IoT standards, are not incompatible with them. Table IV summarizes the results obtained after Themis execution. More information related to the results is available in the VICINITY ontology portal.25

This addition of possible results aims to help the users to detect more accurately which is the problem when a test is not passed and, therefore, to ease the repairing task. Future work will be also directed to the development of a REST service to be integrated in other ontology engineering tools, such as OnToology.26
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we present Themis, a web-based tool to validate ontologies regarding their functional ontology requirements. To validate an ontology, Themis supports a set of different types of tests expressions, which are extracted from a collection of lexico-syntactic patterns with the aim of easing the formalization of requirements into tests cases. These lexico-syntactic patterns link requirements templates with possible implementations in an ontology and the test expressions check that these implementations are satisfied by a given ontology. Moreover, lexico-syntactic patterns use ontology design patterns to identify possible implementations. Therefore, Themis can also check if an ontology is satisfying a particular test following the ontology design patterns associated to the lexico-syntactic pattern.

Additionally, Themis allows to execute tests on a collection of ontologies simultaneously, which can be used to analyse the overlap of ontological commitment between them. This could be relevant if a developer requires to analyse whether a particular ontology is compliant with a given ontology or standard. The execution of tests on a collection of ontologies can also be used to ease the reuse of ontologies based on their requirements, due to the fact that the user is able to check which ontology satisfies the set of requirements he or she needs to cover.

As part of the continuous process of improving Themis, new tests can be added to the tool if new types of requirements or lexico-syntactic patterns are found. Furthermore, it is also planned to provide more types of results to the users, in addition to the four types that are provided so far.

TABLE VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
<th>Undefined terms</th>
<th>Passed</th>
<th>Absent relation</th>
<th>Conflict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETSI SAREF</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C SSN</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oneM2M</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC 30141:2017</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25 http://vicinity.iot.linkeddata.es/vicinity/testing.html

26 http://ontology.linkeddata.es